MINUTES: Librarian's Meeting, Apri122, 1996

Lanny and Monica Metz-Wiseman have been discussing possibilities for the April
29 situation in Tampa. Librarians in Tampa have been considering alternative
methods for providing service. They are unable to forward phone calls to their
homes, but they could give an aiterr,aUve phone nurnber on their voice rr,aii.
Monica asked Lanny if they could send a reference librarian over to our library for
the day to provide reference service to their patrons from here. After sorne
discussion it was agreed that we would be happy to accommodate them -perhaps as a backup person to our reference service -- but that they should be
aware that we wiii have to close our library at i 0 pm. Lanny will get back to
Monica with our decision. Monica will still need to get permission from the Tampa
administration to do this.
Jim Schnur mad$ a brief presentation about his library service priorities survey.
Copies of lhe survey results were distributed to each librarian. The original
survey was distributed to 112 faculty on the St. Pete campus {including marine
science faculty). Jim highlighted some of the interesting findings.
Deb Kurelik mentioned to Lanny that there is still space available in the SAPL
newsletter. Jerry commented that he had recently provided her with a great deal
of information and Jackie mentioned that she was planning to send Deb an article
as well.
Lanny reported on the progress of the new building. It looks like the wooden
furniture contract will go to R. George and Associates, a vendor for Brodart
furniture. Carrels will have shelves beneath the table top rather than above it.
Carrels and tables will have a gray laminate top which will have some kind of a
visual texture to it. The steel stack vendor has yet to be decided.
Deb reminded Lanny that we would like to have a nice kiosk for the reference
bibliographies (Pointers).
Karilyn asked if we would still be using the older style newspaper racks (that
require the newspapers to be placed on sticks). Everyone agreed that the newer
racks that did not require sticks would be preferable.
It looks like we will still be ordering the originally planned "electronic furniture" for
reference and room 218.
Building progress: best guess for the move is still late July/early August
Stack painting: Mr. George indicated that he thought they normally disassemble
stacks, move them to the new building and then paint them there. This process
has not yet been bid. It will be difficult for us to know how we can undertake the
entire moving process until we know how the re-painting will work.

After July 19 there will be two classes remaining in session. They may have to
be notified ahead of time that access to the collection might be somewhat limited.
Lanny will try to schedule a tour of the new building -- possibly for this week
(Wednesday or Thursday afternoons after 4:15pm). Please e-mail Lanny if you
would like to attend one of these sessions.
Electronic Resources Policy: The latest version was approved with the addition
of "Lexis/Nexis" in the instruction section. The new version will be placed in the
policies notebook and given to Ed for the library home page.
Tina commented that signs regarding workstations scheduling options have been
placed throughout the reference area. Ed has also changed the screensaver on
the public Internet terminal to instruct users to sign in at reference. This seems to
be helping with the scheduling problems. Labeling each machine for high/low
density drives remains to be done.
Tina distributed a preliminary reference stack plan for the new building and asked
for comments or suggestions to be directed to her. Signe added some
information on where the periodicals will be located in the new building. Six
empty ranges will remain at the end of the periodical section so there should be
~lenty of room for expansion.
Kathy asked if the bibliography kiosk could be placed in a prominent area, near
circulation and reference. It was agreed that we would want to put this
information in a high traffic area and use proper furniture so that they could be
presented in a visible and neat display.
Deb commented that next year's FLA theme will be "Partners Transforming
Libraries". We should remember to nominate SAPL for the Honor Roll at that
time. The next FLA should be in Daytona followed by Orlando the following year.
Karilyn reported on the Food and Drink policy. After a lengthy discussion about
the difficulties of enforcement, Lanny concluded that we cannot take away
patron's property but we can suggest that they take their food outside. If the
patron gives us difficulty we could call security. Lanny also agreed with Deb that
we need to have a more "official" looking sign in tile vestibule. Tina asked that
we all try to reduce obvious food and drink at the public service desks. If
someone is working iong hours on an even1ng or weekend, be sure ihey are
given a break to go into a back room to eat or drink.
Deb reminded everyone about the preservation videos that can be shown to LIS
classes or orientation. Others suggested a preservation display to educate users
on the problems of food and drink in the library.

Cellular phone policy: delete the line about not bringing telephones into the
library
Noise: Lanny would be willing to consider making the th1rd floor of the new
building into a quiet zone with no talking. We could put up a sign and integrate
that policy into our presentations.
Study rooms: Lanny's experience is that if you don't control them in some way
you end up with one person in each room. There was some discussion on the
possibility of allowing advance scheduling of the rooms and of checking out room
keys in a manner similar to the current video room situation.
Jackie and Deb expressed concerns over the changes in new student orientation.
The library has '1JEi limited time to disperse information. Lanny will look into this.
Merit Committee: Kathy and Jerry will meet with Sarasota this year. Jerry will be
the chair.
Evaluations: Lanny hopes to start working on the evaluations soon.

NEXT MEETING: Monday, May 20, 1996, 2:00 pm

